National Secretary General of Al-Baath Socialist Party, president Bashar al-Assad’s reform procedures are important steps towards pushing the development and reform program forward. Forming the national dialogue body is a crucial station that will serve as the foundation of public reality. It will tackle current issues and overcome chaos and destabilization.

Syria’s future and awakening:
President Assad discussed with the national dialogue body forming the general basics of the intended dialogue to provide a proper environment for all national trends to express their ideas, present their suggestions and notions regarding the social, economic and political life future in Syria.

This approach will enhance hope and stability in Syria which is the symbol of resistance and the defender of Arab rights and dignity. We are completely sure that the serious national dialogue process will benefit from the lessons of the conspiracy which manipulated the legitimate demands of the masses to undermine Syria’s national stances and coherence.

The national dialogue committee’s options:
Economic and social reforms should be obvious priorities in the agenda of the national dialogue committee. The previous stage was marked with public dissatisfaction with the weakening of the public sector, high prices for unemployment, the inactivity of the combat of corruption, and bad daily routine.

The Most Important category of All:
What increased masses dissatisfaction in Syria are removing the subsidy of some materials, undermining the social role of the state and the Policy of giving priority to the requirements of market economy.

Here we can sense the importance of our president’s wise vision of reading the status concerning those who have the least income in Syria. President Assad considered this category as the most important in the Syrian society because it is the real tool of resistance. It’s obvious to enhance and respond to the demands of this category.

We are confident that the serious national dialogue ongoing in Syria will enhance its present and future supported by its people.

Of course, there are different point of views about some issues but we all agree that the interests of our homeland and nation are the most important among all.
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Al-Ba’ath Arab Progressive Party in Jordan reiterated its standing by Syria

Al-Ba’ath Arab Progressive Party in Jordan reiterated his full support to Syria against the conspiracy targeting its regional and national stances. The party also pointed out that this conspiracy comes as a foreign agenda which aim at inciting internal sedition in Syria.

In a recent statement Al- Ba’ath Arab Progressive Party in Jordan said that Syria is the heart and symbol of Arabism resistance denouncing the fierce plot Syria is facing.

Support for all Arab Resistance:
The party said, “All Arab intellectuals are fully aware that Syria is targeted because of its national stances against foreign plots especially the Zio-American projects in the region.”

The party added, “Syria’s stances are clear. Syria is the symbol of resistance against all occupation and imperialism.”

“Washington knows this fact well especially when it asked Damascus many times to disconnect from Iran and stops its support to resistance. Washington said, ‘Only this can bring peace to Syria.’ Of course this was completely rejected by Syrian people and leadership.

Standing by Syria:
The statement added, “The west doesn’t want reform in Syria and it is turning a deaf ear to the reform procedures ongoing in there.”
The statement concluded that our free Arab people are standing by Syria and supporting its reform efforts and procedures.

The Democratic Socialist Unionist Party of Mauritania Condemns Measures against Syria

The Democratic Socialist Unionist Party of Mauritania issued a statement on 2011/5/27 in which it described the conspiracy against Syria as a multidimensional plot targeting its national, regional and international stances.

The Dimensions of the Plot:
The statement said that the plot which is represented by the foreign political pressure, media wars and economic sanctions aims at forcing Syria to change her national and constants by dragging the country into a sectarian war.

The statement stressed that the Syrian people under its wise leadership will foil the plot which targets its coherence and reforms.

The Measures will only serve the Zionist Project:
The statement of the Democratic Socialist Unionist Party of Mauritania also condemned the measures against Syria saying that Israel and imperialism are the primary beneficiary from what is currently going on and that such measures are only a clear evident that Syria is impervious to pressure.

In the conclusion the party also urged the masses to confront all shapes of conspiracies which aim at dividing the Arab existence especially those on Syria the symbol of Arabism and national coherence.
Al-Baath, Other Parties in Sydney Express their Solidarity with Syria

Invited by the Arab Syrian expatriates Association in Sydney – Australia, Al-Baath party and Other parties held a meeting calling for supporting Syria. The association also called for maintaining the national coherence, stability and security of Syria along with the reform process led by President Bashar Al-Assad. The meeting was attended by parties, national powers and Arab Islamic and social charities.

Appreciating the Reform Procedures:
The attendees of the meeting stressed their solidarity with the Syrian people and leadership. They also rejected all kinds of plots against Syria expressing their confidence in the awareness and culture of the Syrian people of all spectrums.
The Arab Syrian expatriates society in Sydney appreciated the reform procedures announced earlier by the Syrian political Leadership saying that they will not allow anyone to harm the land of our country. The Syrian people will always confront all the plots targeting their coherence and co-existence because they are a gift from God to the Syrian people.

Facing Colonial Plots:
The meeting’s hall was decorated with roses and pictures of the president. The participants chanted national slogans which expressed their support for the wise leadership of the president Assad.
They also called for a national unity to confront all the malicious schemes against the stability and security of our country.
While waving the Syrian flag the audience called for exposing the misleading media and expressed their rejection of any foreign interference in Syrian internal affairs.

Importance of the National Unity:
The meeting was an invitation to reject the misleading western media stressing the national coherence and supporting the reform process under the leadership of president Assad.

National Dialogue...Continuation

Balance between Decent Living and Economy:
Correcting the Syrian path is an urgent need to reach the right equation between the requirement of the economy and the decent living standards for all the Syrian masses. This equation also needs a reconsideration of the masses as the maintainers of the foundation of a Strong and prosperous Arab unity.
We have faith in our people’s awareness and abilities. The ongoing reform procedures will meet our masses’ and country’s national needs. This response comes as a continuation of our party’s reform process in his ninth and tenth conferences and not as a dictated measures from the colonial threats led by the USA and the west.

Seriousness of Political Solutions:
The proposals of the national dialogue committee members about the mechanism seriousness and timing of the dialogue promote optimism and future aspirations.
The dialogue will involve all parties in the interest of our homeland, nation and citizens.
The serious political treatment of the crisis is clear and will lead to a comprehensive national dialogue. The climates are now encouraging and doors are widely open before all political parties inside and outside. The general amnesty issued by president Assad along with the formation of Parties Law have enhanced the seriousness of this political treatment.

Enhancing Confidence:
Although Syria has lost a lot of pure blood and economic strength we are confident that she will emerge out from the crisis even stronger and more coherent.
The dominant spirit will be tolerance, brotherhood and national giving; everybody’s roof will be the interest of homeland and stability.
Undoubtedly the national dialogue the general amnesty and the reform procedures will promote security and stability in Syria. This again reflects our party’s philosophy which proves that justice, freedom and equality are the real basis of society.
It’s obvious for the national dialogue to discuss opinion freedom at length to enhance the right national public opinion. We are certain that the reform procedures will distinguish those who work for the benefit of Syria and those who want to undermine and destroy it.
Now it’s time to compensate the frightful losses and restore the stabilized and strong Syria.
Al-Baath and the Arab Solidarity

Experiments have proved that the Arab unity is the effective weapon through which Arabs can prevail. Arabs always passed their side differences at the time of crisis towards unity and solidarity. That was clear when Arabs held their conference in Khartoum in 1967, October War 1973 and many other events before and after.

In the light of globalization, smartpower, regional and international masses, Schemestargeted the Arab Homeland to force it to melt into projects such as the Greater Middle Eastern Project and union for the Mediterranean. The only way out of this crisis is the Arab unity or at least their political and economic solidarity.

One Vision in the face of Challenges:
The very bad Arab situation negatively affects the interests of Arab people. Now more than ever, we are in dire need to unify our vision to confront the challenges and risks that face our Arab nation.

Now we are invited to activate the Joint Arab action to fix the current national system or replace it with a new one that meets the aspirations and goals of the Arab people through Joint Arab mechanism.

Arab Solidarity as a transitory Step:
Al-Baath Party suggested the Arab solidarity as a transitory step towards the Arab unity.

Since started, our party has insisted on the Arab solidarity. The Baathists were the first to support the Palestinian issue and other Arab affairs from the Gulf to the Ocean.

Our Baath party and our Baathists have been loyal to the notion of the Arab solidarity and the Joint Arab action in the interest of the Arab people and Arab nation. This idea was represented by Syria in the twentieth Arab summit in Damascus entitled ‘Summit of the Joint Arab action’ where the National Secretary General of the Baath Socialist Party, president Bashar al-Assad stressed the Arab solidarity and unity.

In the absence of solidarity and coordination in the Arab world, risks and challenges are growing day after day. The only way out of such challenges is enhancing solidarity, joint Arab action and adopting a clear and united vision away from locality.

Locality can’t help us facing all the challenges and preventing seduction. Now it’s time for us all to realize that our future as Arabs depends on solidarity and unity as the only solution against current challenges.

Reviving Arab-Arab Solidarity:
Arabs have reaped the fruits of solidarity in many historical events. In many countries, they fought battles against Baghdad Pact, Eisenhower Doctrine and Warsaw Pact.

Arab masses also supported Egypt against the Tripartite aggression after the nationalization of the Suez Canal in 1956. They also assisted the Algerian National Revolution to gain independency. Arab masses also backed up Syria and Egypt in October Liberation War and they assisted the Lebanese resistance which defeated the Israeli Army in Lebanon.

Today, with a clear decline in many Arab fields – we are invited to revive the Arab solidarity in order to prevent our enemies from plotting against us and to achieve development on all levels in the interest of our nation.